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Abstract
720p, Full-HD, 4K, 8K, ..., display resolutions are increas-

ing heavily over the past time. However, many video stream-

ing providers are currently streaming videos with a maximum of

4K/UHD-1 resolution. Considering that normal video viewers are

enjoying their videos in typical living rooms, where viewing dis-

tances are quite large, the question arises if more resolution is

even recognizable. In the following paper we will analyze the

problem of UHD perceptibility in comparison with lower resolu-

tions. As a first step, we conducted a subjective video test, that

focuses on short uncompressed video sequences and compares

two different testing methods for pairwise discrimination of two

representations of the same source video in different resolutions.

We selected an extended stripe method and a temporal switching

method. We found that the temporal switching is more suitable to

recognize UHD video content. Furthermore, we developed fea-

tures, that can be used in a machine learning system to predict

whether there is a benefit in showing a given video in UHD or not.

Evaluating different models based on these features for predicting

perceivable differences shows good performance on the available

test data. Our implemented system can be used to verify UHD

source video material or to optimize streaming applications.

Introduction
Current display technologies are increasing pixel density

more and more [27]. For example, 8K resolution is currently

available for consumer screens. Considering that current stream-

ing providers such as Netflix [23] support 4K video playout, the

question arises what the benefit of 4K (4096x2160) or UHD-1

(3840x2160) resolution over Full-HD (1920 x 1080) will be for

specific contents. On the other hand, adaptive streaming will in-

crease the internet traffic of the future more and more [7]. There-

fore video quality estimation methods are used to ensure high

quality streams, also in, e.g. rural areas in combination with adap-

tive streaming. Such video quality models are currently extended

to support 4K resolution, e.g. VMAF [24], or our developed

model deviq [8]. As basis for such video quality models, typi-

cal subjective quality tests are conducted.

Especially for higher resolutions, e.g. 4K, those quality tests

are using a viewing distance of 1.5 or 1.6 times the height of

the display, according to several recommendations [28, 14, 11,

12], e.g. of ITU-P ITU-R BT.2246-6 [14]. Considering real-

world applications, for example where users are sitting in their

living rooms, those viewing distances are practically never used.

Viewer-Screen distances of 5.5 or even higher multiples of the

display height are commonly used at home [25]. Differentiating

of UHD and HD content in realistic living rooms is therefor al-

ready hard or impossible. In addition, previous studies of Berger

et al. [4] showed that probably with UHD the border of visual per-

ception is already reached. Berger et al. [4] conducted a subjective

test using absolute categorical rating (ACR) for HEVC encoded

material with the recommended 1.5H/1.6H viewing distance. It

leads to the problem definition of UHD perceptibility, that reflects

how good UHD resolution of a given video can be differentiated

in comparison with lower resolutions, e.g. Full-HD. Furthermore,

other studies, such as Li et al. [20]’s work focus on up-scaling

algorithms for UHD. Moreover, new encoders, such as AV1 [2]

are developed to reduce the bitrate of high resolution videos even

more by keeping subjective video quality as high as possible [1]

in e.g. adaptive video streaming applications [18].

Summarizing, there are two factors for UHD perceptibility.

First, recommended viewing distances for UHD are practically

not usable and second there is probably only a small perceiv-

able difference between UHD and HD. Considering that e.g. in

streaming scenarios bandwidth could be saved if a content is not

streamed in UHD due to the lack of perceivable differences to

HD, so that coding at HD could be used saving bitrate, a deeper

analysis of UHD perceptibility is required.

We focus in this paper on perceptual differences of HD and

UHD for uncompressed material including direct comparison test

methods at the critical viewing distance of 1.5H. We further de-

scribe a prediction system that can already be used before encod-

ing a video to decided if a UHD/4K version is beneficial or not

for the end-viewers.

We focus in the paper to the following identified research

questions. First, we check what is a suitable test method for UHD

and HD comparison. The results of the tests are later used as

a ground truth for the second research question, that analysis if

computer vision and quality related video features are able to clas-

sify videos according their UHD perceptibility. Our classification

model is based on machine learning algorithms, in our case ran-

dom forest trees, however other methods like support vector ma-

chines will have similar results. We conducted two evaluation

experiments. The first uses a synthetic dataset as ground-truth to

verify that our features are able to distinguish between UHD and

HD. We found out that our system performs well with an accuracy

of approximately 82%. As second experiment we use the results

from the subjective test and train our system, there we are getting

an accuracy score of approximately 65%. It can be concluded

that it is not only hard for a human to distinguish between UHD

and HD, furthermore also for machine learning system this is a

challenging task, that needs even more research.

This paper is organized as follows. The following Sec-

tion describes the conducted subjective test methods and test re-

sults. The results will be used in Section as ground truth for our

developed prediction model, that uses computer vision features

to classify videos according their UHD perceptibility. Last Sec-

tion will conclude and identify some future work.



Perception Test Setup
To generate suitable ground truth data, we conducted sub-

jective video quality tests. Considering the state of the art, there

are several used methods for comparison of e.g. different codecs,

resolutions or other settings [4, 16, 15, 20, 29, 13].

Based on some pre-tests we analyzed and identified the fol-

lowing methods that can be applied in UHD recognition scenario.

First, a side-by-side test with two screens, one screen show-

ing UHD content and another one showing the upscaled HD con-

tent. Based on a short pretest, this approach showed to be less

suitable, due to the fact that the subject needs to move the head

quite often over longer viewing angles, if typical large consumer

screens are used (65 inch). Furthermore, both screens need to be

calibrated in the same way, which makes this approach even more

complex.

Therefore, we decided to go for a test setup with only one

screen. With such a one-screen setup, several methods for show-

ing the two contents are conceivable.

Classical methods based on ITU-T Rec. P.910/913 [16, 15]

would show each stimulus one after another. This method is sim-

ple to implement, however no direct comparison of the stimuli is

implemented in this method.

Used Test Methods
In [20, 29] a one stripe method, where the video signal is

split in the middle into two separate views, e.g. on the left the HD

version and on the right side the UHD version of the video. In an

informal pre-test we evaluated such an approach, revealing that

this approach may work well only when critical parts for UHD

are in the middle. Furthermore, the compared parts of the video

are not identical, so that resolution differences are hard to identify.

Figure 1. Example of the used STRIPES comparison method.

We extended the one stripe method to a multi-stripe method

using in total 12 stripes, we referred to this test method as

STRIPES. In Figure 1 an example of the used stripes is shown,

the colored bars (blue and green) are introduced to support the

participant in the judgment which of the two versions is of higher

quality (A vs. B). The STRIPES method can be considered as an

extension of the side-by-side test method and the one-stripe test.

Other methods are possible, e.g. a sliding change from one

quality setting to another one, one-stripe with same crops of the

video, or a temporal change of the two resolutions. In small ex-

pert tests we evaluated these methods, and concluded that the last

mentioned method – a temporal switch – was the most promising

one.

In the temporal switch method TEMP the quality levels are

Figure 2. Example of the used TEMP comparison method.

switched back and forth over time, e.g. the first quality of the

video is shown and later the second one, and so on. In Figure 2 an

example is shown. We use the same color scheme that we use in

the STRIPES method. Every two seconds we change the stimulus.

Our TEMP method is a specialized version of the ITU-R BT.500-

13 [13] method without the possibility to manually change the

stimuli. We decided to use a forced stimulus change to have fever

interactions of the participants during the test and to be more com-

parable with the STRIPES method, where only the rating is re-

quired as interaction.

In both test methods we ask which (blue or green) video part

has the higher video quality.

To collect and automatically present all the test results, we

use the new version of our rating software AVRate [19], referred

to as AVRateNG1. In the employed instance of AVRateNG, the

stimuli are presented in random order, providing the rating form

in a web-browser. To ensure that a participant will not make deci-

sions based on the provided color bars, we decided to repeat each

stimulus at another random location in the test with the opposite

color mapping.

Used videos and technical setup
We use 20 different source videos in both test cases. Each

source video has a duration of 10 seconds; color subsampling

4:2:2, a resolution of 3840x2160 and a framerate of 60 frames per

second. We selected the videos from publicly available uncom-

pressed footage. 10 out of 20 videos are from harmonic.com [9],

one sequence from big buck bunny (blender.org [5]), one from

the BennuProRes animated video [22] and additional 8 sequence

are self recorded. For the recordings we used a Sony PXW-FS-7

in combination with a Sony SELP28135G lens. All sequences

are selected to satisfy a wide spatial and temporal complexity

(equally low, mid, high classified SI/TI values based on [16] mea-

surements, using our publicly available implementation2).

For up- and down-scaling we use the Lanczos-3-algorithm,

because this algorithm ensures a better quality than simpler (e.g.

bi-linear) scaling algorithms [20]. The Lanczos scaling algorithm

is already included in FFmpeg3. For both methods, STRIPES and

TEMP, we use FFmpeg to perform the split, add the stimulus-

indication bars and/or temporal changes.

Our test setup uses the Panasonic VIERA TX-65CXW804

65 inch screen that was calibrated based on ITU-R BT.500-

13 [13]. To ensure a smooth play-out, the test PC uses a Nvidia

Ge-Force GTX 970 graphics card connected to the screen of

3840x2160 resolution (UHD-1) via HDMI 2.0a. Furthermore, the

1see https://bit.ly/2QlCGft
2https://bit.ly/2oXxQIN
3http://ffmpeg.org/

https://bit.ly/2QlCGft
https://bit.ly/2oXxQIN
http://ffmpeg.org/


screen has a native framerate of 60 frames per second. The view-

ing distance of our subjects was 1.5 · screen height. We did not

include other viewing distances due to the fact that the pre-tests

already showed that a higher distance will lead to nearly no visual

difference of UHD and HD videos.

In addition, based on pre-tests we decided to extend our HD

vs UHD test to UHD vs 900p, UHD vs 720p. We decided to in-

clude lower resolutions to ensure that participants are not annoyed

during the test. For example, we observed in the pre-tests that it

is really hard to distinguish between UHD and HD for mostly all

the contents.

Results of both conducted test methods
In total 60 participants conducted the tests. In the first test

we used only the STRIPES method, and in the second test only

the TEMP method. Before the test started, the participant passed

a Snellen-Charts visual acuity test.

For each video we calculated the probability for all users if

they were able to recognize UHD correctly or not, referred to as

UHD recognition rate. For all trials, we calculate for all users how

often UHD was correctly identified for a given source video, and

divide the final count by the number of users.

In both tests we found out that participants were able to rec-

ognize UHD well in comparison with the 900p and 720p resolu-

tion. In general in these cases the TEMP method was especially

well suited for UHD recognition compared to more recognition

errors in the 720p/900p case for STRIPES. In general for the com-

parison of UHD with 720p/900p resolutions the users mostly rec-

ognized the UHD video correct with both methods.

However, our main goal of the conducted test was to com-

pare UHD with HD.

Figure 3. Distribution of UHD recognition rate for 1080p case – STRIPES

setup.

Figure 4. Distribution of UHD recognition rate for 1080p case– TEMP setup.

In Figures 4 and 3 the distributions of the final UHD recogni-

tion rate of both used test methods are shown. It can be observed,

that in case of the TEMP method, more videos were correctly

recognized as UHD. Also, for the wrongly classified videos the

TEMP method seems better. In Figure 4 and 3 a possible separa-

tion of video contents can be observed, e.g. in case of the videos

shown with the TEMP method with more than 0.8 recognition

rate are "easy" to recognize as UHD and the remaining videos

are "hard" to identify. The situation is similar for the STRIPES

method, where videos with a UHD recognition rate lower than

0.6 are "hard" to classify. It can be concluded that whether UHD

is recognized is mostly content depended. This confirms our as-

sumptions that there are some videos where nearly no benefit of

watching a UHD video in comparison to the HD version.

Both methods show similar results, however comparing with

the low resolution cases (720p and 900p) the TEMP is a bit more

suitable than the STRIPES method. This can be explained by the

fact that in the STRIPES method not the full video in both reso-

lutions is shown and that users still focus on the borders between

two quality levels.

Based on the conclusions of our test, we decided to use the

TEMP method and the resulting UHD recognition rates as ground

truth for our prediction system. Furthermore, we define that a

video is "UHD recognizable" (class = 1) if it has a UHD recog-

nition rate of more than 80%.

Prediction of UHD perceptibility
Considering that it is already for a human hard to distinguish

if a video is in UHD or HD resolution, we focus in the following

Section on a prediction system that can estimate automatically if

a video is perceivable as UHD or not. First, we describe the used

video features that are motivated based on perceptual assumptions

or features that are used in state of the art for video and image

analysis.

Based on the calculated features a machine learning system

can be trained. In general our formulated problem can be de-

fined as a binary classification problem, where class = 1 means

that humans can perceive a difference between UHD and HD and

class = 0 is the case where no differences are perceivable.

Figure 5. General structure of our prediction approach.

Our general structure of the approach is summarized in Fig-

ure 5. Staring from a set of videos we calculate different features,

see Table 1. These features are considering temporal and image

aspects, e.g. movement and spatial information. For each frame

of one video we calculate different feature values. All collected

values are finally aggregated – so called pooling. For our pooling

method we use different statistic measurements. Assume that f is

such a per frame estimate feature vector. For f we calculate: mean

value, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, inter quartile range,

the last and first value of f . Furthermore, we split the values of f

in 5 temporal groups and for each group we calculate mean and

standard deviation. In total, we have a fixed number of 17 values

for each of the input videos. After temporal pooling of all videos,

we train a feature selection and random forest pipeline with our



ground truth labels. For machine learning we use the scikit-learn

python library [26], features are based on scikit-video4 or open-

cv5. Our software is written in Python 36.

Most important for our system are features, that are able to

describe and measure the perceptual differences between UHD

and HD. One advantage of UHD over HD is the increasing of

details, however in videos with high motion these details cannot

be perceived.

Features
We therefore grouped our developed features into two main

categories. First category considers only pure image features –

img – without knowledge of the surrounding frames catching the

detail improvements of UHD. The second category focuses on

movement and changes over time –mov– to describe temporal

changes.

Table 1: Features that are used for prediction with marked

sources

feature name img/mov source

contrast img own

blur img own

fft img [17]*

si img [16]

niqe img [21]

colorfulness img [10]*

tone img [3]*

saturation img [3]*

uhdhdsim img own

ti mov [16]

temporal mov own

blockmotion mov own

movement mov own

staticness mov own

In Table 1 all used features with the corresponding sources

are summarized, not for all features are open source implementa-

tions available, those features that are re-implemented are marked

with *. We will further describe our own implemented features in

detail.

image aspects – img

Especially the spatial information is higher in UHD videos,

therefore we use our implementation of the SI measure si that is

based ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [16].

Furthermore, luminance differences are important factors for

the human visual system to detect objects in scenes [6]. They

can be evaluated using color histograms to measure contrast. For

the contrast feature we use histogram equalization. We can es-

timate histograms of the uncorrected (before) and corrected im-

age. Using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of each

histogram the average difference before and after correction can

be estimated, we use this value normalized as feature value.

4http://www.scikit-video.org
5https://opencv.org/
6https://www.python.org/

Another important factor for high quality images or videos

is sharpness or blurriness. Generally it can be said the lack of

sharpness in an image or video is to be equated with low quality.

As a blurriness measure blur we implemented the following

procedure based on Laplacian variance. Each frame is converted

to grayscale, then a bilateral filter is applied which functions as an

instrument to prevent unwanted noise or blocking artifacts from

being wrongly detected as edges. Lastly the frame is convolved

with the 2D Laplacian filter kernel. For each frame we are cal-

culation a blurriness score. Furthermore also the fft feature is a

blurriness estimation feature [17].

We re-implemented features for colorfulness, tone and sat-

uration from the image aesthetics research area, to include lik-

ing/aesthetics aspects of video frames in our model.

Also we include quality features, e.g. niqe using the scikit-

video implementation [21].

As last feature uhdhdsim we measure the psnr-similarity of

a video frame compared to a down-scaled version of the frame,

to calculate psnr values a backward up-scaling to UHD resolution

is required. The uhdhdsim feature is an indication of informa-

tion loss in downscaling, assuming that e.g. a HD frame that is

rescaled to UHD would get a high score.

movement aspects – mov

To handle motion perception in our video sequences, we im-

plemented several features. The simplest feature is the ti calcula-

tion that is based on ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [16].

Another simple method for movement characterization is our

temporal feature, that is just the RMSE of the current and previ-

ous played frame. Furthermore, similar to codecs, we estimate

blockmotion, based on the blockmotion implementation of scikit-

video with the SE3SS method. We use 10% of the video height

as blocksize for blockmotion estimation, after extraction the sim-

ilar blocks, we count how often a block is moved left, right, top,

down, or not. These counted values are our feature values.

As an addition we implemented a movement feature that uses

open-cv background subtraction based on [30, 31]. We subtract

the background mask from the frame and then calculating the sum

of the remaining foreground pixels. As measure, we implemented

the ratio to the total number of pixels in one image. The back-

ground re-movement ensures that, e.g., foreground objects are

more considered, this is comparable to a typical viewing of a user.

As last feature, we observed that some videos have a huge

part of staticness. For this feature we simply calculate a mean

frame based on all currently played frames, if the video is mostly

static the estimated mean frame includes a lot of spatial informa-

tion. As final feature value we calculate the SI measure of the

current mean frame.

Prediction results

Considering that for each video we calculate and pool a lot

of features it is clear that we also need to validate our used fea-

tures. For a simple validation we use a synthetic dataset and train

our system. After verification of our introduced features, we use

our UHD-recognition classification based on the UHD recogni-

tion rates of our TEMP test. We will conclude with a short dis-

cussion of our experiments.

http://www.scikit-video.org
https://opencv.org/
https://www.python.org/


Synthetic dataset

For a better feature validation we use a synthetic dataset. It

consists of 36 different video segments (with the same conditions

that we used in our comparison test: UHD-1 resolution, 60 fps,

4:2:2 chroma subsampling). For each of the UHD videos we cre-

ated a down-scaled HD version using the Lanczos scaling algo-

rithm. Furthermore, for feature calculation we up-scaling the HD

videos again to UHD, so called fake UHD videos. Using this ap-

proach, we know already possible classes, all down-scaled – fake

UHD– videos are not UHD recognizable. The original videos are

all UHD recognizable. However, such a trained system cannot be

used to validate human perception, because we also include prob-

ably videos that are per definition not UHD recognizable. We

selected this setup only for feature validation.

As parameters for our machine learning model, we use 10

decision tress, a feature selection threshold of "0.01*mean" and

we perform a 10 fold cross validation. Other parameters are de-

fault parameters of scikit-learn.

Table 2: Classification results for the synthetic experiment.

class precision recall f1-score support

0 0.77 0.92 0.84 36

1 0.90 0.72 0.80 36

avg / total 0.83 0.82 0.82 72

In Table 2 our classification results are presented. For both

classes precision, recall, f1-score are quite high, larger than 0.8.

We further get an accuracy score of rounded 0.82 for our system.

Meaning that our system is able to predict approximately 80% of

all cases correctly. This result is similar to our results from the

subjective test.

Figure 6. Confusion matrix of the synthetic prediction system.

The confusion matrix is shown in Figure 6, only a few cases

are miss-classified, a more detailed analysis why there is this

miss-classification will be done in future work. We verify that

our features are able to be used in a prediction system for UHD-

recognition classification.

As next step, we focus on the estimated classification based

on the results of the perception test.

Perception test
We defined a video as UHD-recognizable (class = 1) if a

UHD-recognition rate of more than 80% was achieved in the

TEMP test. Similar to the synthetic prediction experiment, we

train a random forest model with feature selection using the same

parameters in a 10-fold cross validation approach. The model pa-

rameters are chosen to ensure a comparison of both methods.

Table 2: Classification results for the experiment with the data

from the perception test.

class precision recall f1-score support

0 1.00 0.30 0.46 10

1 0.59 1.00 0.74 10

avg / total 0.79 0.65 0.60 20

In Table 3 the results are summarized. It can be seen that

our prediction system is not as good as in the synthetic case. We

also calculated the accuracy of our system, and we get a value

of round 0.65. This value is not outstanding, we also checked

the confusion matrix, and the false positive rate is quite high. In

approximately 30% of all cases a not UHD recognizable video is

classified correctly.

We showed that our features are able to predict differences

of UHD and HD. Using the subjective data, we are able to show

that such a trained system can be used in real world applications.

Even if the classification performance is not amazing, assuming

that 30% of all not as UHD recognizable videos are correctly clas-

sified. Considering, e.g. streaming applications where such a sys-

tem can be used to ensure that some videos are not streamed via

4K/UHD, due to the missing benefit of UHD. Furthermore, we

were not considering the real world viewing distances, that are

larger than 1.5 times display height.

Another application of our prediction system in case of us-

ing the synthetic dataset, is that 4K contents or HD up-scaled –

fake UHD– content can be distinguished. This is for example im-

portant for content providers that buy 4K/UHD videos (similar to

[17]).

Conclusion and Future Work
Even if display technologies are increasing more and more

the possible resolution, the problem of UHD recognition is still

a challenging task. We started with the observation that UHD

content will be recognized in real world applications only in a

few cases. We analyzed how hard it is for humans to recognized

UHD content in comparison with HD. Therefore, we conducted a

subjective video test, where we evaluated two different compari-

son methods. The STRIPES and TEMP methods were compared.

We can conclude that the TEMP method, that uses a temporal

switch between UHD and a lower resolution is more suitable for

our UHD recognition problem. We found out that it is a chal-

lenging task for humans to distinguish between UHD and HD for

uncompressed video sequences, even with the recommended 1.5

times height of the display viewing distance. Furthermore, we

introduced computer vision based features, that can be used in a

prediction system to automatically predict if there is a benefit of

UHD. In one experiment we evaluated the meaningfulness of our

features using a synthetic dataset. We found out that our system is



quite well able to classify the synthetic videos. As another evalu-

ation experiment we used the results from our TEMP method. It

can be shown that our system also works for the subjective clas-

sification, however the results can be improved, e.g. considering

more features or conducting a second comparison test. Even if

the results are not outstanding, such a prediction system can be

used in various applications, e.g. in source video to check if it is

a true UHD video or not. Or to reduce streaming of videos that

have no benefits of UHD. Future work will focus on fine tuning

our prediction system.
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